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At Manchester Leasing Services, our mission is to lower the total

cost of ownership for our customer's fleets. We assist in the

frustrating processes of vehicle funding, acquisition and disposal.

Additionally, we have programs to help lower maintenance and

fuel spend, allowing the savings to flow to the bottom line. 

Greetings!

Most fleets are a costly, support-intensive piece of
an organization’s business operations. Manchester
Leasing Services strives to be a true extension of
your team. We believe this partnership separates us
from the others.

Manchester Leasing Services will advocate to add
value, provide trusted consulting, offer prompt and
helpful customer service, and deliver technology
designed to improve overall fleet efficiency. We will
make decisions with your best interest in mind, and
continuously evaluate your situation to ensure you have the right vehicles for your
fleet.

How does Manchester Leasing Services provide value? It goes far beyond the
vehicle cost. Depreciation, fuel economy, maintenance and repair, and even
replacement tires are all factors considered when selecting a vehicle and its life
cycle. In addition, our managed maintenance and fuel programs help you gain
real-time control over the operating costs.

Are you ready for a true partner to streamline your fleet processes? Give
Manchester Leasing Services a call today at 515-446-7333! 

Sincerely,

Ben Carfrae, CVLE
President

http://www.manchesterleasing.com/
http://www.manchesterleasing.com/equipment-leasing


Manchester Leasing Services, Inc

Featured Off-Lease Inventory!

2017 Hyundai Sonata SE Hybrid -
41,200 miles, above average
condition. $15,900 plus tax, title,
license.

2019 RAM 1500 First Drive - A Truck That Rides Like A Car!

Ram doubles down on the plush factor with its new full-size pickup.

Read More

Safety Topic: Rusty Used Cars Not As
Safe As They Were When New

Rust cuts deep—literally, according to a new
study conducted in Sweden. Cars that show
merely superficial rust may be considerably
more dangerous in the event of a crash.

Read More

Did you know Manchester Leasing
Services also offers Equipment Leasing?
Our quick turn-around approach and no
down payment options will allow you to
preserve your working capital and bank
lines. Call us today for a hassle-free
quote. 

http://www.motortrend.com/cars/ram/1500/2019/2019-ram-1500-first-drive-truck-rides-like-car/
https://www.thecarconnection.com/news/1116499_the-ugly-truth-rusty-cars-arent-as-safe-as-they-were-when-new


British Tesla Driver Banned After Caught In The Passenger Seat
While Autopilot Was Engaged

A British driver has pled guilty to dangerous driving after a fellow driver took video
of him sitting in the passenger seat, while his Tesla S 60 drove on its own with
Autopilot.

Read More

Our objective in these newsletters is to keep you informed on fleet issues and
new products so that you can keep your transportation costs in line. We hope you
enjoy the information and will call us with any questions or needs that you might
have regarding your next vehicle or piece of equipment.

515-446-7333

https://www.theverge.com/2018/4/29/17298750/tesla-autopilot-british-driver-charged-driving-sleeping

